Non-Resonant Probing of the Methyl Fragment at 213 nm following 266nm Photolysis of Methyl Iodide
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ABSTRACT

The velocity map imaging of the methyl radical formed by 266 nm photolysis of methyl iodide using 213 nm non-resonant multi-photon ionization (NRMPI) method. Comparison of the NRMPI method with the well-known (2+1) resonance multi-photon ionization (REMPI) method at 333.45 nm, which selectively probes Q-branch of band-origin transition of the methyl radical, indicates that the NRMPI method yields a significantly higher I/I* branching ratio in comparison to the REMPI method, even though the velocity map images of both the methods are qualitatively similar. The higher I/I* branching ratio obtained in the NRMPI method is attributed to the non-resonant ionization of higher quanta states of the umbrella bending mode along with higher rotational states of the methyl fragment in the CH3+I dissociation channel. Thus, results obtained in the present work signify that a 213 nm excitation source, which is easily available as the fifth harmonic of Nd:YAG laser, can be used as an alternative and efficient probe to investigate photodissociation dynamics of polyatomic molecules.
INTRODUCTION

The fundamental understanding of molecular dynamics, such as energy transfer processes in molecular reactions and photodissociation events can be achieved only if the internal energies and velocities of all products are specified. The specific information about the velocities of various molecular fragments forming in a bond-dissociation event requires simultaneous measurement of the speed of the particles and their angular distribution. Velocity map imaging is an extensively used approach to that goal of determining the three-dimensional velocity distribution of the state-selected product following a particular bond-dissociation event.\textsuperscript{1-5} Velocity-map imaging in combination with laser pump-probe methods has been the experimental technique of choice for study gas-phase molecular photodissociation processes.\textsuperscript{6,7} In the pump-probe method, photofragments formed in a photodissociation event by pump laser can be selectively probed to obtain highly resolved translational energy distributions of state selected states by resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) method.\textsuperscript{8} However, state selective probing of the molecular fragments by REMPI would require tuning of probe laser to the appropriate wavelength according to the energies of different states. In the case of larger molecules, resulting in multiple fragments after dissociation, state-selective study via REMPI becomes cumbersome and time-consuming. In such a scenario, non-resonance multi-photon ionization (NRMPI) method can be explored to probe the photofragments in a wide-range of quantum states.

Photodissociation dynamics of methyl iodide (CH\textsubscript{3}I) have been extensively explored for more than two decades which makes this system a benchmark for testing the abilities of newer methods in the photo-fragment imaging field.\textsuperscript{2,7-15} Most of the studies on the methyl iodide photodissociation are focused on near UV excitation of the molecule to A-band, a broad absorption band in the 220-350 nm range with an absorption maximum around 260 nm.\textsuperscript{7,9,10,16} In general, excitation to the A-band of methyl iodide results in the dissociation of the C–I bond, which produces spin-orbit excited and ground state iodine along with methyl radical primarily in the ground electronic state. The methyl radical produced in the ground state can be selectively probed using the Q-branch of band-origin transition by 2+1 REMPI method using 333.45 nm laser.\textsuperscript{8} On the other hand, the NRMPI method using wavelengths in the 325-335 nm region (very close to 2+1 REMPI
wavelength of 333.5 nm\textsuperscript{16} and 800 nm femtosecond pump-probe scheme\textsuperscript{10} have been reported. Additionally, universal detection via single-photon ionization by 118 nm VUV radiation has also been reported.\textsuperscript{17} In this work, we are revisiting the well-studied dissociation dynamics of methyl iodide following 266 nm excitation using a conveniently available 213 nm (fifth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser) as a NRMP\textsuperscript{i} probe to investigate dynamics of methyl radical formation and compare with the well-known 333.45 nm 2+1 REM\textsuperscript{Pi} scheme. Further, investigation on 213 nm photolysis followed by 333.45 nm 2+1 REM\textsuperscript{Pi} detection of the methyl radical was also carried out as control experiments to ensure 213 nm radiation acts only as a NRMP\textsuperscript{i} source.

**METHODOLOGY**

The details of the velocity map imaging spectrometer are described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{18} Briefly, helium gas at 3 atm pressure was passed over methyl iodide kept in a sample holder immersed in an ice bath and the resulting mixture expanded supersonically and skimmed to form a molecular beam. The molecular beam was intersected by counter-propagating pump (266 nm) and probe (333.45 nm for REM\textsuperscript{Pi} or 213 nm for NRMP\textsuperscript{i}) lasers. Cations produced were imaged using a four-electrode velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer fitted with a 50 mm diameter two-stage microchannel plate (MCP) and a P47 phosphor screen (MCP-50DLF47VF; Tectra). In the time-of-flight (TOF) mode, the front-plate of the MCP is grounded, the back-plate and the phosphor screen are held around +1500 V and a resistance-capacitor circuit (RC circuit) was used to extract the signal which is processed with a 350 MHz preamplifier (SR445A; Stanford Research Systems). In the imaging mode, the front-plate of the MCP detector is gated with a 75 ns pulse of ~600 V (HTS 40-06-OT-75; Behlke), while the back-plate and the phosphor are held at +1200 and +3000 V, respectively. The gate time of the front plate is adjusted to match the arrival time of the desired ion. The image on the phosphor screen was recorded with a high-performance, easy-to-use USB, GigE CMOS camera (IDS Imaging Development Systems), and the raw images were acquired using NuAcq software.\textsuperscript{5} Acquired images were further processed (symmetrized) using ImageJ software,\textsuperscript{19} and Abel inversion was carried out by the Basis Set Expansion method (BASEX) to extract the kinetic energy spectrum.\textsuperscript{16} In the present set of experiments, 266 and 213 nm are the fourth and fifth harmonic of the Nd:YAG
lasers (Brilliant-B; Quantel and TRLiG 850-10; Litron, respectively) and the probe laser (333.45 nm) is a frequency-doubled output of a tunable dye laser (LiopStar-HQ; LIOP-TEK) pumped with the second harmonic of an Nd: YAG laser (Brilliant-B; Quantel). The plane of polarization of all the lasers is kept parallel to the plane of the detector. The delay between the pump and probe lasers is kept at approximately 10 ns. The timings of the opening of the pulsed nozzle, the two lasers (both flashlamp and Q-switch triggers), the front-plate gate of the MCP detector, and the opening of the camera shutter were electronically controlled with an 8-channel digital delay pulse generator (DDG-9520; Quantum Composers). The energy of the pump and probe lasers were kept around 1 mJ/pulse and 500 μJ/pulse, respectively. The laser flux was optimized such that methyl fragment intensity was negligible in the absence of probe laser.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The photodissociation of methyl iodide following excitation to A-band, which is a broad continuum ranging from 220 nm to 350 nm with a maximum around 260 nm is well studied both theoretically and experimentally. The A-band of methyl iodide is a σ*←n excitation from the lone pair on iodine to the lowest anti-bonding molecular orbital resulting in three broad, optically allowed transitions to dissociative states namely 1Q1, 3Q0 and 3Q1. The 3Q0 state with the major absorption between 240 to 280 nm leads to the formation of spin-orbit excited iodine I (2P1/2), denoted as I*, and a ground state methyl radical via parallel transition. In contrast, the 1Q1 and 3Q1 states contribute at the blue-edge and the red-edge of the band respectively, via weak perpendicular transitions leading to the formation of iodine in the spin-orbit ground state (2I3/2), denoted as I, and methyl fragment in its electronic ground state. The methyl radical formed in the process can be selectively ionized via the 2+1 REMPI method using 333.45 nm laser and the angular distribution of velocity map images corresponding to parallel and perpendicular transition can be characterized by angular anisotropy parameter of β = 2 and -1, respectively.

The mass spectrum obtained following 266 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe experiment (Figure 1A) consists of an intense peak for methyl fragment (m/z=15) along
Figure 1. Mass spectra arising from (A) 266 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe, (B) 266 nm pump and 213 nm probe and (C) 213 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe. Pump only, probe only and background signals with pulse valve off condition were subtracted.

with a very low-intensity peak corresponding to the iodine atom (m/z=127). On other hand, the mass spectrum obtained following the 266 nm pump and 213 nm probe experiment (Figure 1B) shows a very low-intensity peak for methyl fragment (m/z=15) along with a strong peak corresponding to the iodine atom (m/z=127). The relative intensities of the methyl fragment and iodine atom, in this case, suggests the non-resonant ionization of the methyl fragment by 213 nm probe laser. Further, the mass spectrum obtained following 213 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe experiment shows intense peaks for both methyl fragment and iodine atom accompanied by molecular ion peak (m/z=142) and a peak corresponding to CH₃I−CH₃ complex (m/z=157), which might occur due to photodissociation of methyl iodide molecular clusters.

The total translational energy ($E_T$) profiles of the methyl fragments were extracted from the corresponding velocity map images recorded under various pump-probe conditions, which are shown in Figure 2. The velocity map image of the methyl radical obtained by 2+1 REMPI at 333.45 nm following 266 nm photolysis, depicted in Figure 2A, shows a bimodal distribution of velocities with maximum total translational energy ($E_T^{max}$) values of 1.37 and 2.29 eV corresponding to the spin-orbital states $I^* (2P_{1/2})$ and $I (2P_{3/2})$, respectively, which are in good agreement with the experimental values reported earlier.¹⁷,²⁴ The images measured by 213 nm non-resonant multi-photon ionization (NRMPI) method following 266 nm photolysis, which can probe ground as well as vibrationally excited states of methyl fragment is shown in Figure 2B. In this case, the
Figure 2. Velocity map images of the methyl fragment recorded by (A) 266 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe, (B) 266 nm pump and 213 nm probe, and (C) 213 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe. (D) The normalized total translational energy ($E_T$) profiles for the images A, B, and C are shown in green, red and blue, respectively. All the images are shown on the same scale and the double-sided arrow indicates the laser polarization relative to the detector axis.

The maximum total translational energy ($E_T^{\text{max}}$) values are marginally higher for the I* (1.39) and I (2.31 eV) in comparison with the 2+1 REMPI at 333.45 nm. Finally, the 213 nm photolysis followed by 2+1 REMPI of the methyl radical at 333.45 nm yields the image shown in Figure 2C. This image shows a bright central spot with very low total translational energy. The total translational energy profiles, shown in Figure 2, indicate that the 2+1 REMPI (at 333.45 nm) and the NRMPI (at 213 nm) show similar features, however, the ratio of methyl radical yield in the I and I* product channels (I/I*) is significantly higher for the NRMPI method (0.35) than the 2+1 REMPI method (0.06). It has been reported that the branching ratio of the methyl radical in the I/I* product channel depends on the (2+1) REMPI probe wavelength in the 326-334 nm range, and has been attributed to population in 0 and 1 quanta of C–H stretching ($v_1$) mode, 0, 1, and 2 quanta of umbrella bending ($v_2$) mode and combinations thereof. Further the CH$_3$I
dissociation channel is known to produce rotationally\textsuperscript{25} and vibrationally\textsuperscript{7,8,24} excited methyl radicals in comparison with the CH\textsubscript{3}+I* dissociation channel. Based on trajectory studies, abrupt change in geometry of methyl radical from pyramidal to planar takes place at the conical intersection of \(^3Q_0\) - \(^1Q_1\) state, which causes higher excitation of umbrella mode in CH\textsubscript{3}+I channel. However, this geometry change is gradual in the case of CH\textsubscript{3}+I* channel resulting in much lower excitation of umbrella vibrational mode of methyl fragment produced in conjunction with I*.\textsuperscript{20,21} Therefore, the broadening of the kinetic energy distribution for the (CH\textsubscript{3}+)I product channel probed by 213 nm, in comparison to the 2+1 REMPI (at 333.45 nm) method, can be attributed to the additional contribution from the higher quanta of the umbrella bending (\(v_2\)) mode along with the contribution from higher rotational states. The anisotropy parameter (\(\beta^*\)) evaluated for the methyl radical produced in the I* channels has a value very close to 2, which is in good agreement with the reported values and confirms the dominant contribution of parallel transition to \(^3Q_0\) state for CH\textsubscript{3}+I* channel. On the other hand, the anisotropy parameter (\(\beta\)) evaluated for the methyl radical produced in the I channels has a value marginally lower than 2, which once again is in good agreement with earlier studies of 266nm photodissociation of methyl iodide and indicate and some contribution of direct dissociation via a perpendicular transition to the \(^1Q_1\) or \(^3Q_1\) states.\textsuperscript{17}

The total translational energy distribution profile for the methyl radical produced in the 213 nm pump and 333.45 nm probe experiment, also depicted in Figure 2D, shows near-zero kinetic energy distribution of the methyl fragments. Methyl iodide shows two prominent absorption bands in the range 220-350 nm (A-band; parallel) and 195-205 nm (B-band; perpendicular) with very low (almost nonexistent) absorption cross-section in the 205-200 nm range.\textsuperscript{14} Thus, an almost negligible anisotropic character in the methyl images at 213nm photodissociation supports non-resonant electronic excitation of methyl iodide to some higher electronic state via multi-photon absorption resulting in almost zero available kinetic energy for the molecular fragments, in agreement with the observed experimental results.
CONCLUSIONS

Photodissociation dynamics of methyl iodide via A-band excitation at 266nm, which is a benchmark for studying photodissociation dynamics of polyatomic molecules, is revisited in conjunction with NRMP method using 213 nm laser. Comparison of the 213 nm NRMP data with the results obtained from well-known (2+1) REMPI of methyl fragment indicates similar features in the velocity map images and the translational energy distribution profiled, with the exception of larger I/I* branching ratio for the NRMP method. The larger I/I* branching ratio is attributed to the sampling of the higher quantum states of umbrella bending mode in CH$_3$I product channel with the NRMP method. Further, photodissociation of methyl iodide at 213nm indicates only multi-photon excitation to some higher electronic state giving zero kinetic energy distribution of fragments, which ensures negligible contribution of 213 nm radiation to photolysis of methyl iodide in 266+213nm pump-probe scheme. Thus, the results discussed from photodissociation studies of a methyl iodide indicate NRMP method using easily accessible 213nm (fifth harmonic of Nd: YAG laser) can be utilized as an effective alternative to REMPI detection of photodissociation products of polyatomic molecules in velocity map imaging measurements.
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